
Iconic Adelaide

The capital of South Australia,
Adelaide is a tranquil city with a
compelling blend of historic and
cultural exploration, internationally-
recognised food and wine, and
outstanding scenery surrounded by
lush parklands. Its many offerings
are accessible all year around due
to the region’s pleasant climate. 

Your day exploring this region will
begin with a meet and greet with
your local private guide before
heading to your choice of one of
Adelaide’s most exciting and
esteemed institutions to enjoy
behind-the-scenes access and
fascinating insights. 

One option is the Adelaide Central
Markets, a long-standing institution
that has operated for over 150 years
and highlights some of South
Australia’s best produce. 

Sample a range of produce
including freshly baked pastries,
customised coffee bean blends,
and authentic international cuisines,
and learn about the history of the
markets from the vendors
themselves, who have often been
involved in the market for
generations.

Another option is a visit to the not-
for-profit artisanal studio Jam
Factory. Showcasing some of
Australia’s best emerging creative
talent, this creative space highlights
some of Australia's finest
craftsmanship across a range of
mediums including glass, ceramic,
and leather. Tour the factory, and
peruse their gallery to potentially
purchase lovingly-crafted artwork.
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Another option is Adelaide Oval, an
iconic stadium venue. Blending
considerable history and charm
with world-class facilities, you’ll
access restricted areas, experience
the roar of the crowd through an
interactive player’s race, and step
inside history by exploring the
interior of the iconic, heritage-listed
scoreboard. 

After your morning discovering
iconic Adelaide institutions, it’s a
perfect time for a lunch stop. Dine
at one of the city’s spectacular
eateries curated to your tastes,
with selected beverages to
complement.

Left: 
Penfolds Magill

Estate (HEY
GENTS)

 
Right: 

Adelaide Oval
Stadium Tour

(Cultural
Attractions of

Australia)

Following lunch, sit back and relax
on a brief drive to the globally-
recognised Penfolds Magill Estate
Cellar Door, just 15 minutes from
Adelaide City in the leafy eastern
suburbs. Upon arrival, you will be
led through on a private tour, and
enjoy a wine tasting that includes a
vintage of the world-renowned
Grange. 

Time permitting, you may wish to
take in a view of Adelaide from a
popular local vantage point before
returning to your accommodation.
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Inclusions Pricing
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Full day of private touring with local

guide in a luxury vehicle, including

morning tea

 Lunch at a premium restaurant

including selected beverages

A choice of morning private touring

experience, either at Central

Markets OR Jam Factory OR

Adelaide Oval

 Private tour of Penfolds Magill

Estates and wine tasting

 Pick up and Drop off at Adelaide

city accommodation or Adelaide

Airport

 

For all current pricing and availability,

please enquire directly to

touring@thetailor.com

or refer to our website.

mailto:touring@thetailor.com
https://thetailortouring.com/adelaide-private-tour/

